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Chapter 1
Introduction.
The description of a system using mathematical concepts has been of great help
to different disciplines as natural sciences, social sciences or engineering since a
model can help to explain a system and to study the effects of different compo-
nents in order to make predictions about behavior. In particular, this area of
mathematics is being of high interest in the seismology field since a good model
could help to avoid a catastrophe or, at least, predict its consequences.
The purpose of this report is to study the dynamics of rigid blocks subjected
to an earthquake ground motion. Such study could predict whether a rigid body
overturns or remains standing under certain simplifications: the body is consid-
ered to be a two-dimensional block resting on a rigid horizontal base and the
ground motion is represented as a harmonic horizontal force. In particular, three
cases are analyzed in detail. Firstly, we deal with the one body case, for which
it is studied the phase space when there is and when there is not a perturbation
acting on the system. In particular, some numerical computations are carried
out in order to find periodic orbits making use of the Poincare´ impact map. In
chapter 3, an special case of piecewise smooth systems is analyzed, a nonlinear
impact oscillator. Finally, in chapter 4, the one body case is extended to two
blocks rocking. The purpose of this study is to look for some periodic orbits in
order to know whether the motion of the blocks synchronizes. The problem with
these studies is that they might not be applicable to real life since the study is
asymptotic and only the immediate response is useful for predictions related with
earthquakes. In [4] the transient response of a perturbation is slightly studied,
however, a comparison with real data would be needed.
This report is based on the work of S.J. Hogan, A. Granados and T.M. Seara,
who have analyzed the one body problem and the two coupled bodies problem in
detail. In [4], [3] and [2] the reader can find the study related with the existence
of periodic orbits and invariant objects among other dynamical topics. The study
of the nonlinear impact oscillator is based on [1] and [5].
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Chapter 2
Rigid Block Motion.
2.1 System Description.
Along this section we intend to define the mathematical variables involved in the
problem. Let us split the R2-plane into the following sets:
S+ = {(x, y) ∈ R2|x > 0},
S− = {(x, y) ∈ R2|x < 0},
Σ = Σ+ ∪ Σ− ∪ (0, 0),
where,
Σ+ = {(x, y) ∈ R2|x = 0, y > 0},
Σ− = {(x, y) ∈ R2|x = 0, y < 0}.
Σ will be referred as the switching manifold.
2.1.1 Unperturbed Case.
When there is a perturbation acting on the system, the piecewise-smooth system
modeling the problem is(
x˙
y˙
)
=
{
χ+0 (x, y) if (x, y) ∈ S+,
χ−0 (x, y) if (x, y) ∈ S−. (2.1)
where χ±0 ∈ C∞(R2). Last system is assumed to be a Hamiltonian system associ-
ated with the C0(R2) Hamiltonian H0:
H0(x, y) =
y2
2
+ V (x) =
{
H+o (x, y) =
y2
2
+ V +(x) if (x, y) ∈ S+ ∪ Σ,
H−o (x, y) =
y2
2
+ V −(x) if (x, y) ∈ S−, (2.2)
2
with V ± ∈ C∞(R) satisfying V +(0) = V −(0) = 0. Hence, 2.1 and 2.2 are related
by
χ+0 (x, y) = J∆H
+
0 ,
χ−0 (x, y) = J∆H
−
0 ,
where J is the symplectic matrix defined as
J =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
.
Some hypothesis will be assumed for the phase portrait of system 2.1:
1. There exists two hyperbolic critical points z+ ∈ S+ and z− ∈ S− of saddle
type belonging to the energy level
{(x, y)|H0(x, y) = c1 > 0}. (2.3)
2. χ± are tangent to Σ at (0, 0), requiring that
(V +)′(0) > 0, (V −)′(0) < 0,
and so, the origin is a quadratic tangency for both vector fields.
3. There exists two heteroclinic orbits given byW u(z−) = W s(z+) andW u(z+) =
W s(z−) surrounding the origin and contained in the energy level 2.3.
4. The region between both heteroclinic orbits is completely covered by peri-
odic orbits surrounding the origin given by
Λc = {(x, y)|H0(x, y) = c}, (2.4)
with 0 < c < c1 and Λc intersecting Σ twice.
With all these considerations the phase portrait would we topologically equivalent
to figure 2.1. W s and W u refers to the stable and unstable manifolds of x+ and
x−.
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Figure 2.1: Phase portrait for the unperturbed system.
2.1.2 Perturbed Case.
We now add a T -periodic perturbation H1(x, y, t) to system 2.1 obtaining(
x˙
y˙
)
=
{
χ+0 (x, y) + χ
+
1 (x, y, t) if (x, y) ∈ S+,
χ−0 (x, y) + χ
−
1 (x, y, t) if (x, y) ∈ S−. (2.5)
System 2.5 has the following Hamiltonian associated
H(x, y, t) = H0(x, y) + H1(x, y, t),
where H0(x, y) is the unperturbed Hamiltonian defined in the previous section
and H1 is given by
H1(x, y, t) =
{
H+1 (x, y, t) if (x, y) ∈ S+ ∪ Σ+,
H−1 (x, y, t) if (x, y) ∈ S− ∪ Σ−, (2.6)
satisfying H+1 (0, y, t) = H
−
1 (0, y, t) for all t ∈ R2. Therefore, in this case,
χ+0 (x, y) + χ
+
1 (x, y, t) = J∆(H
+
0 + H
+
1 ),
χ−0 (x, y) + χ
−
1 (x, y, t) = J∆(H
−
0 + H
−
1 ).
In order to know the behavior of this new system and which objects of system
2.1 are preserved we need to define the Poincare´ impact map.
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2.2 Poincare´ Impact Map.
Let us extend the phase space to R2×R adding time as a variable that satisfies t˙ =
1. The considered Poincare´ section has to be contained in the region surrounded
by the heteroclinic connection, including the time variable as well. We will then
consider:
Σ˜+ = {(0, y, t) ∈ R2 × R|0 < y < √2c1}. (2.7)
Analogously, it is defined the section
Σ˜− = {(0, y, t) ∈ R2 × R| − √2c1 < y < 0}. (2.8)
For the sake of simplicity, the first coordinate will be omitted whenever it is not
confusing since its value is always 0.
Definition 1. Let P+ be the following map
P+ : U
+ ⊂ Σ˜+ −→ Σ˜−
such that
P+ (y0, t0) = (Πy(φ
+(t1; t0, 0, y0, )), t1), (2.9)
where φ+(t1; t0, 0, y0, ) is the flow associated with system 2.5 restricted to S
+ and
t1 > t0 is the smallest value of t satisfying
Πx(φ
+(t1; t0, 0, y0, )) = 0.
Similarly,
P− : U
− ⊂ Σ˜− −→ Σ˜+
such that
P− (y1, t1) = (Πy(φ
−(t2; t1, 0, y1, )), t2), (2.10)
where φ−(t2; t1, 0, y1, ) is the flow associated with system 2.5 restricted to S− and
t2 > t1 is the smallest value of t satisfying
Πx(φ
−(t2; t1, 0, y1, )) = 0.
Then, the Poincare´ impact map is defined as the composition
P : U ⊂ Σ˜+ −→ Σ˜+
(y0, t0) 7−→ P− ◦ P+ (y0, t0).
Observation 1. From the fourth hypothesis for the unperturbed case, an explicit
expression for P0 can be given by calculating the time needed by an orbit with
initial condition (0, y±) ∈ Σ± to reach Σ∓. Such time is
α±(±y) = ±2
∫ (V ±)−1(h)
0
1√
2(h− V ±(x))dx, h = H0(0,±y) =
y2
2
. (2.11)
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Hence, the period of an orbit starting at (0, y) ∈ Σ+ is given by
α(y) = α+(y) + α−(y).
Therefore, the Poincare´ impact map for  = 0 is
P0(y0, t0) = (y0, t0 + α(y0)).
Observation 2. When V +(x) = V −(x), i.e, in the symmetric case, α+(y) =
α−(y) is half the period of the unperturbed periodic orbit with initial condition
(0, y) ∈ Σ+.
2.2.1 Coefficient of Restitution.
The loss of energy which reduces the velocity, y, at every impact is considered by
taking into account the coefficient of restitution r ∈ (0, 1]. This coefficient acts in
the following way, when a trajectory crosses Σ transversally at some point (0, y)
the trajectory changes instantaneously to (0, ry). Considering this coefficient is
lower than 1, system 2.1 is no longer conservative and the origin becomes a global
attractor. Figure 2.2 shows the phase portrait for this new situation:
Figure 2.2: Phase portrait for the unperturbed system affected by r < 1.
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Despite periodic orbits disappear for the unperturbed case, they might exist
for  > 0. In order to study such existence deeply we will use the impact map.
In this case, if we define the map Rr(y0, t0) = (ry0, t0), the Poincare´ impact map
becomes
P˜,r := Rr ◦ P− ◦Rr ◦ P+ (y0, t0). (2.12)
Figure 2.3: Impact map for r < 1 and  > 0.
Observation 3. From observation 1 it can be easily seen that the impact map
for  = 0 and r < 1 can be written as
P˜0,r(y0, t0) = (r
2y0, t0 + α
+(y0) + α
−(−ry0)).
2.3 Construction of the Orbits.
Along this section we intend to construct the solution for all t ≥ t0 given an initial
condition (x0, y0, t0), φ(t; t0, x0, y0, , r). This solution is obtained by properly
concatenating φ+ or φ− whenever the flow crosses Σ transversally. Let us explain
the procedure step by step:
1. If x0 > 0, one applies φ
+(t; t0, x0, y0, ) until the trajectory reaches Σ at
(0, y1, t1). On the other hand, if x0 < 0, one applies φ
−(t; t0, x0, y0, ) until
x = 0. If x0 = 0, the use of φ
+(t; t0, x0, y0, ) or φ
−(t; t0, x0, y0, ) will depend
on the sign of y0. If y0 > 0, φ
+(t; t0, x0, y0, ) will be used while if y0 < 0,
φ−(t; t0, x0, y0, ) will be used instead.
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2. The coefficient of restitution changes the point (0, y1, t1) to (0, ry1, t1).
3. φ+(t; t1, 0, ry1, ) or φ
−(t; t1, 0, ry1, ) is used depending on the sign of ry1,
using the criteria explained in step 1. The trajectory stops when Σ is
reached at (0, y2, t2).
4. The coefficient of restitution changes the point (0, y2, t2) to (0, ry2, t2).
With this procedure a sequence of impacts can be constructed. Let us assume
that (0, y0, t0) ∈ Σ+, then
(yi,r, t
i
,r) =
{
Rr ◦ P− (yi−1,r , ti−1,r ) if yi−1,r < 0,
Rr ◦ P+ (yi−1,r , ti−1,r ) if yi−1,r > 0. (2.13)
Figure 2.4: Sequence of impacts for r < 1 and  > 0.
Observation 4. For  = 0, the sequence becomes
(yi0,r, t
i
0,r) =
{
(riy0, t
i−1
0,r + α
−(−ri−1y0)) if i ≥ 2 even,
(−riy0, ti−10,r + α+(ri−1y0)) if i ≥ 1 odd.
Once the sequence of impacts is defined, the solution of system 2.5 is given by
φ(t; t0, 0, y0, , r) =
{
φ+(t; t2i,r, 0, y
2i
,r, ) if t
2i
,r ≤ t ≤ t2i+1,r ,
φ−(t; t2i+1,r , 0, y
2i+1
,r , ) if t
2i+1
,r ≤ t ≤ t2i+2,r . (2.14)
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2.4 Numerical Computations.
Based on the construction of a solution explained in the previous section, several
computations have been carried out for a particular example. Before giving the
results, let us explain better the physical context of the problem.
2.4.1 West’s Formula.
Let us first derive the condition under which the block will theoretically overturn.
We consider two forces exerted on the block, one due to the gravity, the weight,
and the other due to the perturbation with an acceleration a, which is consider
only to be horizontal (see fig.2.5). The dynamical moments of each of these
forces with respect to the center of mass for x = 1, which is the critical point
when rotating around O, are:
• MW = r×W = (−B/2,−H/2, 0)× (0,−Mg, 0) = (0, 0,MgB/2).
• Ma = r× Fa = (−B/2,−H/2, 0)× (−Ma, 0, 0) = (0, 0,−MaH/2).
Therefore, the block may overturn when
∑
i(Mz)i < 0, i.e,
MgB/2−MaH/2 < 0⇒ a > (B/H)g. (2.15)
Eq. 2.15 is known as West’s Formula.
9
Figure 2.5: Definition sketch of rocking body.
2.4.2 Governing Equations of Motion.
The governing equations of motion of the block are obtained by taking moments
about O and O′. We consider the acceleration a to be harmonic and having the
following form: a = αg cosωt, where t = pτ is the non-dimensional time and
ω = Ω/p is the non-dimensional frequency. Let us start with the equation of
motion of the block when it is rotating around O:
dL
dt
= I0θ¨ = I0α
d2x
dτ 2
= I0αx¨p
2 = MgRαx¨ = MW + Ma,
where it has been used that I0 = MgR/p
2 and
MW = r×W = (−R sin (α− αx),−R cos (α− αx), 0)× (0,−Mg, 0)
= (0, 0,MgR sin (α− αx)).
Ma = r× Fa = (−R sin (α− αx),−R cos (α− αx), 0)× (−Ma, 0, 0)
= (0, 0,−Mαg cosωtR cos (α− αx)).
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Therefore,
dL
dt
= MgRαx¨ = MgR sin (α− αx)−Mαg cosωtR cos (α− αx),
αx¨ = sin (α− αx)− α cosωt cos (α− αx).
From where we conclude that
αx¨− sin (α− αx) = −α cosωt cos (α− αx), x > 0. (2.16)
For O’, the moments are
MW = r×W = (R sin (α + αx), R cos (α + αx), 0)× (0,−Mg, 0)
= (0, 0,−MgR sin (α + αx)).
Ma = r× Fa = (R sin (α + αx), R cos (α + αx), 0)× (Ma, 0, 0)
= (0, 0,−Mαg cosωtR cos (α + αx)).
Therefore,
dL
dt
= MgRαx¨ = −MgR sin (α + αx)−Mαg cosωtR cos (α + αx),
αx¨ = − sin (α + αx)− α cosωt cos (α + αx).
Hence,
αx¨+ sin (α + αx) = −α cosωt cos (α + αx), x < 0. (2.17)
2.16 and 2.17 form the system of equations of motion. The study will concern
only slender blocks (α << 1), therefore the system becomes:{
x¨− x+ 1 = − cosωt, if x > 0,
x¨− x− 1 = − cosωt, if x < 0. (2.18)
Solutions.
The solutions for system 2.18 can explicitly be calculated. Let us denote x+(t) the
solution for x > 0, x−(t) the solution for x < 0, y+(t) = x˙+(t) and y−(t) = x˙−(t).
Then, if x+(t0) = x0, x−(t1) = x1, y+(t0) = y0 and y−(t1) = y1, the solutions are:
x+(t) = (x0 − γc0 − 1) cosh (t− t0) + (y0 + ωγs0) sinh (t− t0) + γ cosωt+ 1,(2.19)
x−(t) = (x1 − γc1 + 1) cosh (t− t1) + (y1 + ωγs1) sinh (t− t1) + γ cosωt− 1,(2.20)
where,
γ = /(1 + ω2), c0 = cosωt0, s0 = sinωt0, c1 = cosωt1, s1 = sinωt1.
(2.21)
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Hamiltonian Function
The Hamiltonian function for this case can be written as H(x, y, t) = H0(x, y) +
H1(x, t), where
H0(x, y) =
{
y2
2
− x2
2
+ x if x > 0,
y2
2
− x2
2
− x if x < 0.
H1(x, t) = x cosωt.
2.4.3 Unperturbed Case.
When  = 0 and r = 1 the phase portrait is equivalent to the one shown in figure
2.1 where the saddle points are (1, 0) and (−1, 0). Using equation 2.11 and the
expression of the Hamiltonian given above it can be seen that the period for the
periodic orbits surrounding the origin is:
α(y0) = 4
∫ 1−√1−y20
0
1
y20 + x
2 − 2xdx = 2 ln
(
1 + y0
1− y0
)
.
One can observe that α′(y0) > 0, meaning that the periods monotonically in-
crease as they approach the heteroclinic connection.
However, when r < 1, this situation is no longer true and the origin becomes
a global attractor as it can be seen in the next figure:
Figure 2.6: Orbit starting at (0,1) with r = 0.925 .
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2.4.4 Perturbed Case.
Specially interesting in the perturbed case is finding periodic orbits of different
types. The orbits presented in this document have been found using the method
explained in section (2.3) but with an additional step. Such step consists on the
calculus of the Poincare´ points.
Definition 2. Let T be the period of the perturbation and φ(t; t0, x0, y0, , r) the
solution of system 2.5. The Poincare´ points are
Pn = φ(nT ; t0, x0, y0, , r), n ≥ 1.
Every time a Poincare´ point was calculated it was compared with all the
previous ones and if any of them coincide, we could affirm that we were dealing
with a periodic orbit. This is due to the fact that the period of the orbit should
be a multiple of the period of the forcing. This condition allows us to to classify
orbits as type (m,n), where 2m impacts of the block with the base occur per orbit
and where the forcing goes through n periods in one orbit. With this definition, it
seems logic to name (1, n) orbits as ’single impact’ orbits. The following pictures
show different periodic orbits.
Figure 2.7: Symmetric single impact orbit with n = 1.
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Figure 2.8: Symmetric single impact orbit with n = 3.
Figure 2.9: Asymmetric single impact orbit with n = 1.
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Figure 2.10: Asymmetric orbit with n = 2 and m = 2.
Figure 2.11: Asymmetric orbit with n = 4 and m = 4.
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Chapter 3
Nonlinear Impact Oscillator.
Before starting with the final goal of this report, we wish to comment an special
case of piecewise smooth system. Let us consider an inverted pendulum impacting
on rigid walls under an external periodic excitation (see 3.1). The walls serve as
motion limiters and, as in the previous case, some energy loss is considered during
the impact. The static equilibria are the states in which the pendulum is resting
against either wall and for small excitation amplitudes one expets the pendulum
to bounce on one wall while for large excitations the pendulum will interact with
both walls in some manner.
Figure 3.1: Sketch of the inverted pendulum problem.
3.1 System Description.
Let us assume that the gap space between the walls is two. Hence, the unper-
turbed system is
x¨− x = 0, |x| < 1,
x˙→ −x˙, |x| = 1.
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For this system, the origin is a hyperbolic point of saddle type with two homo-
clinic loops. In fact, its phase portrait is qualitatively the same as fig.3.2.
Figure 3.2: Phase portrait for the unperturbed inverted pendulum problem.
We consider the perturbed system to be like the following:
x˙ = y, |x| < 1,
y˙ = −g(x) + f(t, x, y, ), |x| < 1,
x˙→ −rx˙, |x| = 1.
The functions g and f are assumed to satisfy the following hypothesis:
1. g(0) = 0, g′(0) < 0, g(x) 6= 0 for x ∈ [−1, 0) ∪ (0, 1].
2. f is T periodic in t.
Once more, when a perturbation is added the dynamics changes as is schemati-
cally shown in fig.3.5:
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Figure 3.3: Phase portrait for the perturbed inverted pendulum problem.
3.2 Poincare´ Impact Map.
The Poincare´ section is taken to be:
Σ = {(x, y, s) ∈ [−1, 1]× R× R|x = 1, y > 0}.
We consider a point (y, s) ∈ Σ. This point is immediately mapped to (−ry, s) /∈
Σ. After a time τ , the point returns to Σ by the effect of the flow. The expression
of τ is given by
τ(y, s) = inf{t > 0|x(t; 1,−ry, s) = 1, y(t; 1,−ry, s) > 0}.
Therefore, the Poincare´ map is
P (y, s) = (y(τ(y, s); 1,−ry, s), τ(y, s)).
May the reader observe that P can map points in Σ to x = ±1 and y = 0, which
leads to discontinuities in the map.
3.3 Numerical Computations.
Along this section we intend to find a periodic orbit for a particular perturbed
system. Let us consider the following system:
x˙ = y, |x| < 1,
y˙ = x+ β cos (ωt)− 2αy, |x| < 1,
y = −ry, |x| = 1.
(3.1)
where α is a linear damping coefficient and β is the forcing amplitude. The
solutions of system 3.1 were studied in [5] in detail. In particular, a method to
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find two different types of periodic motions is shown. The type I periodic orbit
correspond to the pendulum bouncing repeatedly at x = 1 with free flight time
of nT between each impact while the type II periodic orbits are symmetric and
bounce back and forth between walls with times of flight of nT/2 between each
impact. Let us enunciate the theorems, which proof can be found in [5]:
Theorem 1. A point (yn, sn) ∈ Σ is a fixed point of P and corresponds to a type
I subharmonic of order n if the following are satisfied:
(I2n + ω
2G2n)y
2
n − 2GnHnω2yn + ω2H2n
(
1− β
2
q2
)
= 0,
q =
(
(1 + ω2)2 + (2αω)2
)1/2
,
Hn = cosh (nTΩ)− cosh (nTα),
Gn =
1 + r
2Ω
sinh (nTΩ),
In =
1− r
2
Hn +
(
1 + r
2
)(α
Ω
sinh (nTΩ)− sinh (nTα)
)
,
Ω = (1 + α2)1/2.
Theorem 2. A point (yn, sn) ∈ Σ is a fixed point of P and corresponds to a type
II subharmonic of order n if the following are satisfied:
(K2n + ω
2L2n)y
2
n − 2LnJnω2yn + ω2J2n
(
1− β
2
q2
)
= 0,
q =
(
(1 + ω2)2 + (2αω)2
)1/2
,
Jn = cosh
nTΩ
2
+ cosh
nTα
2
,
Ln =
1 + r
2Ω
sinh
nTΩ
2
,
Kn =
1− r
2
Jn +
(
1 + r
2
)(
α
Ω
sinh
nTΩ
2
+ sinh (nTα)
)
,
Ω = (1 + α2)1/2.
Based on these theorems, some periodic solutions have been calculated:
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Figure 3.4: Periodic Orbit of type I for r = 1, α = 0.1, β = 0.6, ω = 4, n = 1, t0 =
0, x0 = 1 and y0 = 0.63.
Figure 3.5: Periodic Orbit of type I for r = 1, α = 0.1, β = 2.3, ω = 1.95, n =
1, t0 = 0, x0 = 1 and y0 = 2.20.
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Chapter 4
Coupled Blocks Motion.
4.1 System Description.
As done in section 1 we divide R2 into two sets
S+ = {(q, p) ∈ R2|q > 0},
S− = {(q, p) ∈ R2|q < 0},
Σ = Σ+ ∪ Σ− ∪ (0, 0),
where,
Σ+ = {(q, p) ∈ R2|q = 0, p > 0},
Σ− = {(q, p) ∈ R2|q = 0, p < 0}.
We consider the piecewise-smooth systems defined in R2\Σ:(
x˙
y˙
)
:= X (x, y) :=
{ X+(x, y) if (x, y) ∈ S+,
X−(x, y) if (x, y) ∈ S−, (4.1)(
u˙
v˙
)
:= U(u, v) :=
{ U+(u, v) if (u, v) ∈ S+,
U−(u, v) if (u, v) ∈ S−, (4.2)
with X (x, y), U(u, v) ∈ C∞(R2). It is assumed that 4.1 and 4.2 are Hamiltonian
systems with C0(R2) piecewise-smooth Hamiltonians of the form
X(x, y) :=
y2
2
+ Y (x) :=
{
X+(x, y) := y
2
2
+ Y +(x) if (x, y) ∈ S+,
X−(x, y) := y
2
2
+ Y −(x) if (x, y) ∈ S−, (4.3)
U(u, v) :=
v2
2
+ V (u) :=
{
U+(u, v) := v
2
2
+ V +(u) if (u, v) ∈ S+,
U−(u, v) := v
2
2
+ V −(u) if (u, v) ∈ S−, (4.4)
where Y ±, V ± ∈ C∞(R2) satisfying Y +(0) = Y −(0) = 0 and V +(0) = V −(0) = 0.
Then,
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X± = J∇X±,
U± = J∇U±,
being J the symplectic matrix.
Once more, the flows can be concatenated every time Σ is crossed by each
system. This allows us to consider the flows φX (t;x0, y0) and φU(t;u0, v0). Let
us assume that both systems satisfy the hypothesis 1 to 4 enumerated in section
2.1.1. for the following sections.
4.1.1 Perturbed Coupled System.
We now consider the system given by coupling systems 4.1 and 4.2 through a
T -periodic Hamiltonian perturbation H1(u, v, x, y, t) ∈ C∞(R5) satisfying
H1(u, v, x, y, s) = H1(u, v, x, y, s+ T ), ∀(u, v, x, y, s) ∈ R5.
Therefore, the perturbed system is a non-autonomous T -periodic in time Hamil-
tonian system with Hamiltonian
H(z˜) := U(u, v) +X(x, y) + h(z˜),  > 0, (4.5)
where z˜ = (z, s) = (u, v, x, y, s).
It can now be defined the coupled system in four partitions of R5,
u˙
v˙
v˙
y˙
s˙
 =

J˜∇(U+ +X+ + h)(z˜) if z˜ ∈ S+ ∪ Σ+ × S+ ∪ Σ+ × R,
J˜∇(U+ +X− + h)(z˜) if z˜ ∈ S+ ∪ Σ+ × S− ∪ Σ− × R,
J˜∇(U− +X− + h)(z˜) if z˜ ∈ S− ∪ Σ− × S− ∪ Σ− × R,
J˜∇(U− +X+ + h)(z˜) if z˜ ∈ S− ∪ Σ− × S+ ∪ Σ+ × R,
1,
(4.6)
where,
J =

0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
 .
System 4.6 define four different autonomous flows φ±±(t; z˜0; ) in the extended
phase space. Proceeding as in section 1, we can define the solution φ(t; z˜0; ) sat-
isfying φ(0; z˜0; ) = z˜0 by properly concatenating the flows φ
+± and φ−± when
the 4-dimensional switching manifold u = 0 is crossed and φ±+ and φ±− when
x = 0 is crossed. Obviously, this map might not be differentiable at those times
corresponding to the crossing but it is as smooth as the flows φ±± when restricted
to the respective domains.
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4.2 Poincare´ Impact Map.
4.2.1 Poincare´ Impact Map associated with u = 0.
Along this section we wish to define the impact map Pu, associated with the
4-dimensional switching manifold u = 0, Σ˜u. Let us define the following sections,
Σ˜u = Σ× R3 =
{
(0, v, x, y, s)|(v, x, y, s) ∈ R4} , (4.7)
Σ˜+u = Σ
+ × R3 = {(0, v, x, y, s) ∈ Σ˜u|v > 0}, (4.8)
Σ˜−u = Σ
− × R3 = {(0, v, x, y, s) ∈ Σ˜u|v < 0}. (4.9)
Definition 3. Considering φ+±(t; z˜; ) is the flow associated with system 4.6
restricted to S+ ∪ Σ+ × R3 and φ−±(t; z˜; ) the flow associated with system 4.6
restricted to S− ∪ Σ− × R3. Then, tΣ˜±u are the smallest values of t > 0 such that
φ±±(tΣ˜±u ; z˜; ) ∈ Σ˜∓u .
Definition 4. Let P+u, be the following map
P+u, : O
+
u, ⊂ Σ˜+u −→ Σ˜−u ,
such that
P+u,(z˜) = φ
+±(tΣ˜−u ; z˜; ). (4.10)
Similarly, it is defined the map
P−u, : O
−
u, ⊂ Σ˜−u −→ Σ˜+u ,
such that
P−u,(z˜) = φ
−±(tΣ˜+u ; z˜; ). (4.11)
Then, the Poincare´ impact map is defined as the composition Pu, : Ou, ⊂
Σ˜u −→ Σ˜u:
Pu,(0, v, x, y, s) =
{
P+u, ◦ P−u,(0, v, x, y, s) if (0, v, x, y, s) ∈ O−u, ∩ Σ˜−u ,
P−u, ◦ P+u,(0, v, x, y, s) if (0, v, x, y, s) ∈ O+u, ∩ Σ˜+u .
(4.12)
Observation 5. The domains O±u, where these maps are defined are the open sets
given by points in Σ˜±u whose trajectories first impact the switching manifold Σ˜u
rather than the switching manifold given by x = 0. The mathematical expression
for these sets is:
O+u, =
{
z˜ ∈ Σ˜+u | Πx (φ(t; z˜; )) 6= 0 ∀t ∈ [0, tΣ˜−u ]
}
,
O−u, =
{
z˜ ∈ Σ˜−u | Πx (φ(t; z˜; )) 6= 0 ∀t ∈ [0, tΣ˜+u ]
}
.
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Observation 6. For the unperturbed case, an explicit expression for the impact
map can be given:
P±u,0 = (0,−v, φX (α±(v);x, y), s+ α±(v)),
where α±(v) can be calculated by using eq.2.11 in section 2.2. Hence, when  = 0,
the impact map becomes
Pu,0(z˜) = (0, v, φX (α(v);x, y), s+ α(v)),
being α(v) = α+(v) + α+(v).
4.2.2 Poincare´ Impact Map associated with x = 0.
In a completely analogous way, we wish to define the impact map Px, associated
with the 4-dimensional switching manifold x = 0, Σ˜x. In this case,
Σ˜x = Σ× R3 =
{
(u, v, 0, y, s)|(u, v, y, s) ∈ R4} , (4.13)
Σ˜+x = Σ
+ × R3 = {(u, v, 0, y, s) ∈ Σ˜x|y > 0}, (4.14)
Σ˜−x = Σ
− × R3 = {(u, v, 0, y, s) ∈ Σ˜x|y < 0}. (4.15)
Definition 5. Let P+x, be the following map
P+x, : O
+
x, ⊂ Σ˜+x −→ Σ˜−x ,
such that
P+x,(z˜) = φ
+±(tΣ˜−x ; z˜; ). (4.16)
Similarly, it is defined the map
P−x, : O
−
x, ⊂ Σ˜−x −→ Σ˜+x ,
such that
P−x,(z˜) = φ
−±(tΣ˜+x ; z˜; ). (4.17)
Then, the Poincare´ impact map is defined as the composition Px, : Ox, ⊂
Σ˜x −→ Σ˜x:
Px,(u, v, 0, y, s) =
{
P+x, ◦ P−x,(u, v, 0, y, s) if (u, v, 0, y, s) ∈ Ox, ∩ Σ˜−x ,
P−x, ◦ P+x,(u, v, 0, y, s) if (u, v, 0, y, s) ∈ Ox, ∩ Σ˜+x .
(4.18)
The expression of the domains O±x, are:
O+x, =
{
z˜ ∈ Σ˜+x | Πu (φ(t; z˜; )) 6= 0 ∀t ∈ [0, tΣ˜−x ]
}
,
O−x, =
{
z˜ ∈ Σ˜−x | Πu (φ(t; z˜; )) 6= 0 ∀t ∈ [0, tΣ˜+x ]
}
.
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4.2.3 Coefficient of Restitution.
As in the one block case, each time any of the blocks impacts the base there is a
loss of energy. This is mathematically considered using the mapRu,r(0, v, x, y, t) =
(0, rv, x, y, t) every time Σ˜u is crossed and Rx,r(u, v, 0, y, t) = (u, v, 0, ry, t) every
time Σ˜x is crossed.
4.3 Construction of the Orbits.
Along this section we intend to construct the solution for all t ≥ t0 given an initial
condition (z˜0), φ(t; z˜0, , r). This solution is obtained by properly concatenating
φ±± whenever the flow crosses Σ˜u or Σ˜x. Let us explain the procedure step by
step:
1. One starts using φ±±(t; z0, ) depending on the sign of u0, v0, x0 and y0 in
the following way:
• If u0 > 0 and x0 > 0 it is used φ++(t; z0, ).
• If u0 > 0 and x0 < 0 it is used φ+−(t; z0, ).
• If u0 < 0 and x0 < 0 it is used φ−−(t; z0, ).
• If u0 < 0 and x0 > 0 it is used φ−+(t; z0, ).
• If u0 = 0, v0 > 0 and x0 > 0 it is used φ++(t; z0, ).
• If u0 = 0, v0 < 0 and x0 > 0 it is used φ−+(t; z0, ).
• If u0 = 0, v0 > 0 and x0 < 0 it is used φ+−(t; z0, ).
• If u0 = 0, v0 < 0 and x0 < 0 it is used φ−−(t; z0, ).
• If u0 > 0, x0 = 0 and y0 > 0 it is used φ++(t; z0, ).
• If u0 > 0, x0 = 0 and y0 < 0 it is used φ+−(t; z0, ).
• If u0 < 0, x0 = 0 and y0 > 0 it is used φ−+(t; z0, ).
• If u0 < 0, x0 = 0 and y0 < 0 it is used φ−−(t; z0, ).
• If u0 = 0, x0 = 0, u0 > 0 and y0 > 0 it is used φ++(t; z0, ).
• If u0 = 0, x0 = 0, u0 > 0 and y0 < 0 it is used φ+−(t; z0, ).
• If u0 = 0, x0 = 0, u0 < 0 and y0 > 0 it is used φ−+(t; z0, ).
• If u0 = 0, x0 = 0, u0 < 0 and y0 < 0 it is used φ−−(t; z0, ).
• The case where u0 = 0 and v0 = 0 or x0 = 0 and y0 = 0 is not
considered since it would mean that one of the systems would keep in
rest.
The corresponding flow will be used until the trajectory crosses Σ˜u or Σ˜x.
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2. If Σ˜u is first crossed, the coefficient of restitution changes the point (0, v, x, y, t1)
to (0, rv, x, y, t1), while if Σ˜x is first crossed, the coefficient of restitution
changes the point (u, v, 0, y, t1) to (u, v, 0, ry, t1).
3. We decide which flow has to be used using the criteria explained in Step 1.
The following pictures show this procedure more clearly, where s1 stands for
φ++, s2 for φ
−+, s3 for φ+− and s4 for φ−−,
Figure 4.1: Construction of the orbits projected on the (u, v)-coordinates.
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Figure 4.2: Construction of the orbits projected on the (x, y)-coordinates.
4.4 Numerical Computations.
Based on the construction of a solution explained in the previous section, several
computations have been carried out for a particular example like the one shown
in 4.3 and 4.4.
4.4.1 Uncoupled Case.
The simplest case when dealing with two blocks is when they are uncoupled as
shown in 4.3. The governing equations of motion of the blocks are equivalent
to the ones derived in section 2.4.2., for this reason, the construction of periodic
orbits would be the same considering each system separately and once each system
reaches a periodic orbit, the whole system would be periodic if one of the periods
is a multiple of the other. The Hamiltonian function for this case can be written
as H(u, v, x, y, t) = U(u, v) +X(x, y) + H1(u, x, t), where
U(u, v) =
{
v2
2
− u2
2
+ u if u > 0,
v2
2
− u2
2
− u if u < 0.
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X(x, y) =
{
y2
2
− x2
2
+ x if x > 0,
y2
2
− x2
2
− x if x < 0.
H1(u, x, t) = (u+ x) cosωt.
Figure 4.3: Definition sketch of two uncoupled rocking blocks.
4.4.2 Coupled Case.
Let us suppose that the two blocks are coupled by a spring as shown in 4.4. In
this case, we consider that the blocks are identical and that β = 0, therefore, the
system of differential equations that describes the movement of the blocks are:
u˙ = v
v˙ = u− sign(u) + k(x− u)−  cosωt
x˙ = y
y˙ = x− sign(x) + k(x− u)−  cosωt
(4.19)
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Figure 4.4: Definition sketch of two coupled rocking blocks.
Following the method explained in section 4.3, several orbits have been calcu-
lated with the program described in A.2 for a small coupling, k = 0.01. As shown
in 4.5 when the system is unperturbed and r = 1 the orbit is periodic while for
r < 1, fig.4.6, the system tends to the origin.
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Figure 4.5: Phase plane for  = 0 and r = 1.
Figure 4.6: Phase plane for  = 0 and r = 0.925.
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As proceeded before, we intend to find periodic orbits for small perturbations,
 = 0.1, by computing the Poincare´ points, which in this case are defined as
Pn = φ(nT ; z˜0, , r), n ≥ 1, with T = 2pi/ω. However, in this case any periodic
orbit was found and, in fact, we claim that for our range of u and x any periodic
orbit of period T exist.
Proposition 1. Let us consider system 4.19 with  = 0.1 and k = 0.01. For all
r, any periodic orbit of period T exist for the allowed range of u and x, [−1, 1].
Proof. We wanted to see what initial conditions, considering t0 = 0, accomplish a
necessary condition to obtain a periodic orbit by imposing that φ±±(0; z˜0, 0.01, r) =
φ±±(T ; z˜0, 0.01, r). Assuming that the initial condition belong to u > 0 and x > 0,
the initial condition as a function of ω is:
u0(ω) = 0.05 (22.0 e
−6.283185308ω−1 + 20.0 e−6.283185308ω
−1
ω2
− 8.204135231 · 10−10 ω e−6.283185308ω−1 − 22.0− 20.0ω2
− 8.204135231 · 10−10 ω) (ω2 + 1.0)−1 (e−6.283185308ω−1 − 1.0)−1 ,
v0(ω) = 0.05 (−3.365391744 · 10−19 e−6.283185308ω−1
− 8.204135231 · 10−10 ω e−6.283185308ω−1 − 3.365391744× 10−19
+ 8.204135231 · 10−10 ω) (ω2 + 1.0)−1 (e−6.283185308ω−1 − 1.0)−1 ,
x0(ω) = 0.05 (22.0 e
−6.283185308ω−1 + 20.0 e−6.283185308ω
−1
ω2
− 8.204135231 · 10−10 ω e−6.283185308ω−1 − 22.0− 20.0ω2
− 8.204135231 · 10−10 ω) (ω2 + 1.0)−1 (e−6.283185308ω−1 − 1.0)−1 ,
y0(ω) = 0.05 (−3.365391744 · 10−19 e−6.283185308ω−1
− 8.204135231 · 10−10 ω e−6.283185308ω−1 − 3.365391744 · 10−19
+ 8.204135231ω)
(
ω2 + 1.0
)−1 (
e−6.283185308ω
−1 − 1.0
)−1
.
The plots in 4.7 show that for all ω, u0 and x0 must be greater than 1 in order
to accomplish a necessary condition for an orbit to be periodic, a range that it is
not valid for our problem. This fact occurs in an equivalent way for the rest of
the cases: [u0 > 0, x0 < 0], [u0 < 0, x0 > 0] and [u0 < 0, x0 < 0].
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Figure 4.7: u0(ω) and x0(ω).
Other computations were done for different values of k and  without success.
The same results were found to other type of perturbations as a constant one or
a force depending on the angle x. Some of the obtained orbits for an harmonic
perturbation along the study were:
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Figure 4.8: Phase plane for r = 0.925,  = 0.1 and k = 0.01 for u0 = 0.1, v0 = 0,
x0 = 0.2 and y0 = 0.
Figure 4.9: Phase plane for r = 0.925,  = 0.1 and k = 0.01 for u0 = −0.1,
v0 = 0.1, x0 = 0.3 and y0 = 0.2.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions.
Along this report it has been studied different piecewise smooth systems which
model the motion of different objects under the action of an earthquake. All the
results obtained were asymptotic so they could not be used for real life due to
the fact that an earthquake is not usually longer than a few seconds.
The Poincare´ impact map has been studied for each case considering there is
a loss of energy at every impact by means of the coefficient of restitution and by
its use several numerical computations have been done. The first studied system
described the motion of a rigid block which was supposed to be slender. For this
case, it has been seen that several types of periodic orbits exist. Nevertheless,
when an additional block was added , which was coupled to the first one by a
spring, the periodic orbits disappeared for the perturbed case. This does not mean
that there are not periodic orbits but any of the parameter set was successful in
our computations. A deeper study of the dynamics of this case could be a good
continuation of this project including the study of the transient response of the
coupled blocks.
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Appendix A
Codes for the Numerical
Computations.
The numerical computations of the orbits have been done using the following
codes, which are to be used in Maple. Before using the codes, the solutions for
the respective systems have to be calculated.
A.1 Rigid Block Motion.
numPoincare:=0:
firstPoincareLoopPointNum:=0:
multipleOfT:=1:
isPeriodicOrbitFound:= false:
multiplicador:=1;
maxIterations:=10000;
maxTimeOrbit:=40; #,tvar=t[i]..maxTimeOrbit
significantNumbers:=3;
r:=0.5;
alp:=0.001;
bet:=4.24;
om:=2.7;
gam:=bet/(1+om^2);
x[0]:=0.0653;
y[0]:=-0.8563;
t[0]:=0;
T:=evalf(2*Pi/om);
for i from 0 to maxIterations while not(isPeriodicOrbitFound) do
iteration := i;
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#1st we calculate the time for x=0 and change
#equations depending on the side of the chart.
s[i]:=sin(om*t[i]):
c[i]:=cos(om*t[i]):
if i>500 then multiplicador:=sqrt(i/2)*2.5; elif i>163 then
multiplicador:=sqrt(i)/2; elif i>84 then multiplicador:=sqrt(i)/3;
else multiplicador:=ln(i+1)/2; end if;
if (i mod 2)=0 then
t[i+1]:=fsolve(0=(x[i]-gam*c[i]-1)*cosh(tvar-t[i])+
(y[i]+om*gam*s[i])*sinh(tvar-t[i])+gam*cos(om*tvar)+1,
tvar=t[i]..maxTimeOrbit*multiplicador+1);
else
t[i+1]:=fsolve(0=(x[i]-gam*c[i]+1)*cosh(tvar-t[i])+
(y[i]+om*gam*s[i])*sinh(tvar-t[i])+gam*cos(om*tvar)-1,
tvar=t[i]..maxTimeOrbit*multiplicador+1);
end if;
# 2 we check if in this time it has happened any period of the movement T.
if t[i+1]>=T then
for j from multipleOfT to maxIterations
while (t[i+1] >= j*T)and(not(isPeriodicOrbitFound)) do
# 2.1 we calculate a Poincare point and store the iteration in which
# we found it so we know the side of the chart for later plotting it.
if (i mod 2)=0 then
xp[numPoincare]:=(x[i]-gam*c[i]-1)*cosh(j*T-t[i])+
(y[i]+om*gam*s[i])*sinh(j*T-t[i])+
gam*cos(om*j*T)+1;
yp[numPoincare]:=(x[i]-gam*c[i]-1)*sinh(j*T-t[i])+
(y[i]+om*gam*s[i])*cosh(j*T-t[i])-
gam*om*sin(om*j*T);
else
xp[numPoincare]:=(x[i]-gam*c[i]+1)*cosh(j*T-t[i])+
(y[i]+om*gam*s[i])*sinh(j*T-t[i])+
gam*cos(om*j*T)-1;
yp[numPoincare]:=(x[i]-gam*c[i]+1)*sinh(j*T-t[i])+
(y[i]+om*gam*s[i])*cosh(j*T-t[i])-
gam*om*sin(om*j*T);
end if;
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iterationOfPoincareNumber[numPoincare]:=i;
multipleOfTForEachPoincarePoint[i]:=j;
# 2.2 we check if this Poincare point is the same as some previous
# Poincare point (but for the first one).
if numPoincare>0 then
for k from 0 to numPoincare-1 while not(isPeriodicOrbitFound) do
isPeriodicOrbitFound:=(evalf(xp[numPoincare],significantNumbers)=
evalf(xp[k],significantNumbers))and
(evalf(yp[numPoincare],significantNumbers)=
evalf(yp[k],significantNumbers));
if isPeriodicOrbitFound then
firstPoincareLoopPointNum:=k;
end if;
end do;
end if;
# 2.3 we increase the counter if we haven’t finished.
if not(isPeriodicOrbitFound) then
numPoincare:=numPoincare+1;
multipleOfT:= j+1;
end if;
end do;
end if;
# 3. In case we haven’t finished we prepare the next iteration by
# calculating the x and y to start with.
x[i+1] := 0;
if (i mod 2)=0 then
y[i+1] := r*((x[i]-gam*c[i]-1)*sinh(t[i+1]-t[i])+
(y[i]+om*gam*s[i])*cosh(t[i+1]-t[i])-gam*om*sin(om*t[i+1]));
else
y[i+1] := r*((x[i]-gam*c[i]+1)*sinh(t[i+1]-t[i])+
(y[i]+om*gam*s[i])*cosh(t[i+1]-t[i])-gam*om*sin(om*t[i+1]));
end if;
end do:
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# 4. In case we have finished we print the plots.
printf("Iterations done: %g \nPoincare Points found: %g.
Do we have a Period Orbit? -> %s\n",iteration, numPoincare,
isPeriodicOrbitFound );
if isPeriodicOrbitFound then
printf("We have found a periodic orbit!");
firstIterPoint:=iterationOfPoincareNumber[firstPoincareLoopPointNum];
if (firstIterPoint mod 2) = 0 then
graph[firstIterPoint]:=plot([(x[firstIterPoint]-
gam*c[firstIterPoint]-1)*cosh(t-t[firstIterPoint])+(y[firstIterPoint]+
om*gam*s[firstIterPoint])*sinh(t-t[firstIterPoint])+gam*cos(om*t)+1,
(x[firstIterPoint]-gam*c[firstIterPoint]-1)*sinh(t-t[firstIterPoint])
+(y[firstIterPoint]+om*gam*s[firstIterPoint])*cosh(t-t[firstIterPoint])-
gam*om*sin(om*t),
t=T*multipleOfTForEachPoincarePoint[firstIterPoint]..
t[firstIterPoint+1]]);
else
graph[firstIterPoint]:=plot([(x[firstIterPoint]-
gam*c[firstIterPoint]+1)*cosh(t-t[firstIterPoint])+(y[firstIterPoint]+
om*gam*s[firstIterPoint])*sinh(t-t[firstIterPoint])+gam*cos(om*t)-1,
(x[firstIterPoint]-gam*c[firstIterPoint]+1)*sinh(t-t[firstIterPoint])+
(y[firstIterPoint]+om*gam*s[firstIterPoint])*cosh(t-t[firstIterPoint])-
gam*om*sin(om*t),
t=T*multipleOfTForEachPoincarePoint[firstIterPoint]..
t[firstIterPoint+1]]);
end if;
for i from iterationOfPoincareNumber[firstPoincareLoopPointNum]+1 to
iterationOfPoincareNumber[numPoincare] do
if (i mod 2) = 0 then
graph[i]:=plot([(x[i]-gam*c[i]-1)*cosh(t-t[i])+
(y[i]+om*gam*s[i])*sinh(t-t[i])+gam*cos(om*t)+1,
(x[i]-gam*c[i]-1)*sinh(t-t[i])+
(y[i]+om*gam*s[i])*cosh(t-t[i])
-gam*om*sin(om*t),t=t[i]..t[i+1]]);
else
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graph[i]:=plot([(x[i]-gam*c[i]+1)*cosh(t-t[i])+
(y[i]+om*gam*s[i])*sinh(t-t[i])+gam*cos(om*t)-1,
(x[i]-gam*c[i]+1)*sinh(t-t[i])+(y[i]+
om*gam*s[i])*cosh(t-t[i])
-gam*om*sin(om*t),t=t[i]..t[i+1]]);
end if;
end do:
end if:
+seq([xp[l],yp[l]],l=firstPoincareLoopPointNum..numPoincare):
poincarePoints:=pointplot([%]):
if isPeriodicOrbitFound then
display(poincarePoints, seq(graph[i],i=
iterationOfPoincareNumber[firstPoincareLoopPointNum]..
iterationOfPoincareNumber[numPoincare]));
end if;
A.2 Coupled Blocks Motion.
epsilon:=0.2;
omega:=10;
T:=evalf(2*Pi/om);
multiplicador:=0.1:
setEquations:=1:
maxIterations:=100:
isPeriodicOrbitFound:=false:
numPoincare:=0:
firstPoincareLoopPointNum:=0:
multipleOfT:=1:
significantNumbers:=2:
# we solve the system of diff. eq.
sys1:=diff(xx(tiempo), tiempo) = yy(tiempo),
diff(yy(tiempo), tiempo) = xx(tiempo) -1- epsilon*cos(omega*tiempo)+
0.01*(xx(tiempo)-uu(tiempo)),
diff(uu(tiempo), tiempo) = vv(tiempo),
diff(vv(tiempo), tiempo) = uu(tiempo) -1- epsilon*cos(omega*tiempo)+
0.01*(xx(tiempo)-uu(tiempo));
sol[1] := simplify(dsolve({sys1,xx(tx[i]) = x[i], yy(tx[i]) = y[i],
uu(tu[i]) = u[i], vv(tu[i]) = v[i]}, {xx(tiempo), yy(tiempo),
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uu(tiempo), vv(tiempo)})):
sys2:= diff(xx(tiempo), tiempo) = yy(tiempo),
diff(yy(tiempo), tiempo) = xx(tiempo) -1- epsilon*cos(omega*tiempo)+
0.01*(xx(tiempo)-uu(tiempo)),
diff(uu(tiempo), tiempo) = vv(tiempo),
diff(vv(tiempo), tiempo) = uu(tiempo) +1- epsilon*cos(omega*tiempo)+
0.01*(xx(tiempo)-uu(tiempo));
sol[2] := simplify(dsolve({sys2,xx(tx[i]) = x[i], yy(tx[i]) = y[i],
uu(tu[i]) = u[i], vv(tu[i]) = v[i]}, {xx(tiempo), yy(tiempo),
uu(tiempo), vv(tiempo)})):
sys3:= diff(xx(tiempo), tiempo) = yy(tiempo),
diff(yy(tiempo), tiempo) = xx(tiempo) +1- epsilon*cos(omega*tiempo)+
0.01*(xx(tiempo)-uu(tiempo)),
diff(uu(tiempo), tiempo) = vv(tiempo),
diff(vv(tiempo), tiempo) = uu(tiempo) -1- epsilon*cos(omega*tiempo)+
0.01*(xx(tiempo)-uu(tiempo));
sol[3] := simplify(dsolve({sys3,xx(tx[i]) = x[i], yy(tx[i]) = y[i],
uu(tu[i]) = u[i], vv(tu[i]) = v[i]}, {xx(tiempo), yy(tiempo),
uu(tiempo), vv(tiempo)})):
sys4:= diff(xx(tiempo), tiempo) = yy(tiempo),
diff(yy(tiempo), tiempo) = xx(tiempo) +1- epsilon*cos(omega*tiempo)+
0.01*(xx(tiempo)-uu(tiempo)),
diff(uu(tiempo), tiempo) = vv(tiempo),
diff(vv(tiempo), tiempo) = uu(tiempo) +1- epsilon*cos(omega*tiempo)+
0.01*(xx(tiempo)-uu(tiempo));
sol[4] := simplify(dsolve({sys4,xx(tx[i]) = x[i], yy(tx[i]) = y[i],
uu(tu[i]) = u[i], vv(tu[i]) = v[i]}, {xx(tiempo), yy(tiempo),
uu(tiempo), vv(tiempo)})):
# Stablish Initial Conditions.
r:=0.925;
u[0]:=0.1;
v[0]:=0;
x[0]:=0.2;
y[0]:=0;
t[0]:=0:
tu[0]:=0;
tx[0]:=0;
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# code
for i from 0 to maxIterations while not(isPeriodicOrbitFound) do
iteration := i;
#1. we change equations depending on the side of the chart
# based on starting values.
if (x[i]>0 and u[i]>0)
then setEquations:=1;
elif (x[i]>0 and u[i]<0)
then setEquations:=2;
elif (x[i]<0 and u[i]>0)
then setEquations:=3;
elif (x[i]<0 and u[i]<0)
then setEquations:=4;
elif (x[i]=0 and u[i]>0)
then
if (x[i-1] = 0) then
if(setEquationsFromIteration[i-1]=3) then setEquations:=1
else setEquations:=3 end if;
elif (x[i-1] >0) then setEquations:=3:
else setEquations := 1;
end if;
elif (x[i]=0 and u[i]<0)
then
if (x[i-1] = 0) then
if(setEquationsFromIteration[i-1]=4) then setEquations:=2
else setEquations:=4 end if;
elif (x[i-1] >0) then setEquations:=4:
else setEquations := 2;
end if;
elif (x[i]>0 and u[i]=0)
then
if (u[i-1] = 0) then
if(setEquationsFromIteration[i-1]=2) then setEquations:=1
else setEquations:=2 end if;
elif (u[i-1] >0) then setEquations:=2:
else setEquations := 1;
end if;
elif (x[i]<0 and u[i]=0)
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then
if (u[i-1] = 0) then
if(setEquationsFromIteration[i-1]=3) then setEquations:=4
else setEquations:=3 end if;
elif (u[i-1] >0) then setEquations:=4:
else setEquations := 3;
end if;
end if;
setEquationsFromIteration[i]:=setEquations:
#2. We calculate the ’tiempo’ of the crossing for both systems.
if i>160 then multiplicador:=sqrt(i/2)*2.5; elif i>16 then
multiplicador:=sqrt(i/2)/3; else multiplicador:=i; end if;
timpactoU[i+1]:=fsolve(rhs(sol[setEquations][1])=0,tiempo=t[i]..
t[i]*multiplicador+1);
timpactoX[i+1]:=fsolve(rhs(sol[setEquations][3])=0,tiempo=t[i]..
t[i]*multiplicador+1);
#2.1. We check which system reached first 0.
if (timpactoU[i+1]<timpactoX[i+1])
then u[i+1]:=0;
else x[i+1]:=0;
end if;
t[i+1]:=min(timpactoU[i+1],timpactoX[i+1]):
#3. we check if in this time it has happened any period, T.
if t[i+1]>=T then
for j from multipleOfT to maxIterations
while (t[i+1] >= j*T)and(not(isPeriodicOrbitFound)) do
# 3.1 we calculate a poincare point and store the iteration we
#found it to know the side of the chart for later plotting it.
up[numPoincare]:=evalf(subs(tiempo=j*T,rhs(sol[setEquations][1])));
vp[numPoincare]:=evalf(subs(tiempo=j*T,rhs(sol[setEquations][2])));
xp[numPoincare]:=evalf(subs(tiempo=j*T,rhs(sol[setEquations][3])));
yp[numPoincare]:=evalf(subs(tiempo=j*T,rhs(sol[setEquations][4])));
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setEquationsFromPoincareNum[numPoincare]:=setEquations;
iterationFromPoincareNum[numPoincare]:=i;
multipleOfTForEachPoincarePoint[numPoincare]:=j;
# 3.2 we check if this Poincare point is the same as some previous
#Poincare point, but for the first.
if numPoincare>0 then
for k from 0 to numPoincare-1 while not(isPeriodicOrbitFound) do
isPeriodicOrbitFound:=
(evalf(up[numPoincare],significantNumbers)=
evalf(up[k],significantNumbers))and
(evalf(vp[numPoincare],significantNumbers)=
evalf(vp[k],significantNumbers))and
(evalf(xp[numPoincare],significantNumbers)=
evalf(xp[k],significantNumbers))and
(evalf(yp[numPoincare],significantNumbers)=
evalf(yp[k],significantNumbers));
if isPeriodicOrbitFound then
firstPoincareLoopPointNum:=k;
end if;
end do;
end if;
# 3.3 We increase the counter if we haven’t finished.
if not(isPeriodicOrbitFound) then
numPoincare:=numPoincare+1;
multipleOfT:= j+1;
end if;
end do;
end if;
#4. in case we haven’t finished we prepare the next iteration:
if x[i+1]=0 then
y[i+1]:=evalf(r*subs(tiempo=t[i+1],rhs(sol[setEquations][4])));
u[i+1]:=evalf(subs(tiempo=t[i+1],rhs(sol[setEquations][1])));
v[i+1]:=evalf(subs(tiempo=t[i+1],rhs(sol[setEquations][2])));
tu[i+1]:=t[i+1];
tx[i+1]:=t[i+1];
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else
x[i+1]:=evalf(subs(tiempo=t[i+1],rhs(sol[setEquations][3])));
y[i+1]:=evalf(subs(tiempo=t[i+1],rhs(sol[setEquations][4])));
v[i+1]:=evalf(r*subs(tiempo=t[i+1],rhs(sol[setEquations][2])));
tu[i+1]:=t[i+1];
tx[i+1]:=t[i+1];
end if;
end do:
#5. Plot the found orbits.
printf("Iterations done: %g \nPoincare Points found: %g. Do we have
a Period Orbit? -> %s\n",iteration, numPoincare, isPeriodicOrbitFound );
if isPeriodicOrbitFound then
printf("We have found a periodic orbit!");
for num from firstPoincareLoopPointNum to numPoincare do
i:=iterationFromPoincareNum[num]:
graphU[i]:=plot([rhs(sol[setEquationsFromPoincareNum[num]][1])
,rhs(sol[setEquationsFromPoincareNum[num]][2])
,tiempo=t[i]..t[i+1]]);
graphX[i]:=plot([rhs(sol[setEquationsFromPoincareNum[num]][3])
,rhs(sol[setEquationsFromPoincareNum[num]][4])
,tiempo=t[i]..t[i+1]]);
end do:
end if;
if not(isPeriodicOrbitFound)and (iteration>0) then
for i from 0 to iteration-1 do
graphU[i]:=plot([rhs(sol[setEquationsFromIteration[i]][1])
,rhs(sol[setEquationsFromIteration[i]][2])
,tiempo=t[i]..t[i+1]],x=-0.2..0.2, y=-0.6..0.6);
graphX[i]:=plot([rhs(sol[setEquationsFromIteration[i]][3])
,rhs(sol[setEquationsFromIteration[i]][4])
,tiempo=t[i]..t[i+1]],x=-0.2..0.2, y=-0.6..0.6);
end do:
display(seq(graphU[i],i=0..iteration-1));
display(seq(graphX[i],i=0..iteration-1));
end if;
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